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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2007113602A1] The subject of the invention is a mechanized warehouse assembled of metal building units for the storing of loading
units and especially vehicles, which includes a base consisting of several superimposed storage levels and storage lots located radially per
storage level, a central shaft located in the centre of the base bordered by the storage lots and a lifting device movable upwards and downwards
in the central shaft and the connecting movable unit, where the lifting device has a supporting body for the support of the loading unit including
a sliding device and a rotating mechanism located between the sliding device and the supporting body; and the at least one connecting level for
the inserting and removal of the loading unit is attached to the central shaft. The characteristic feature of the invention is that in the central shaft
(11) independently from the one lifting device (20) an other movable lifting device (30) is located; and the moving unit (40) with one of the moving
units (41) connecting to one of the lifting device (20) and the other moving sub-unit (42) connecting to the other lifting device (30), where one of the
moving sub-unit (41) and the other moving sub-unit (42) is connected to each other through a actuation control centre (43), and the central shaft
(11) is completed with a service tunnel attachment (12,13) in the section of the central shaft (11) located under and/or above the storage levels (15)
suitable for receiving of one of the one lifting device (20) or the other lifting device (30).
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